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	Smart Cards, Tokens, Security and Applications, 9780387721972 (0387721975), Springer, 2008
Smart Cards, Tokens, Security and Applications provides a broad overview of the many card systems and solutions that are in practical use today. This state-of-the art work is written by contributing authors who are active researchers and acknowledged experts in their field. A single book cannot be found to match both the breadth and depth of content.
This book combines a cross-discipline overview of smart cards, tokens and related security and applications plus a technical reference to support further research and study. A step-by-step approach educates the reader in card types, production, operating systems, commercial applications, new technologies, security design, attacks, application development, deployment and lifecycle management. By the end of the book the reader should be able to play an educated role in a smart card related project, even to programming a card application.

Smart Cards, Tokens, Security and Applications is designed for a professional audience of practitioners and researchers.
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Apache Solr EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Apache Solr to create efficient search applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn the Apache Solr conceptual framework for robust search application creation.
	
		Customize your search applications to meet your project specifications.
	
		A fast paced guide that...



		

Mechatronics: Dynamics of Electromechanical and Piezoelectric Systems (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2006
This volume treats Lagrange equations for electromechanical systems, including piezoelectric transducers and selected applications.

It is essentially an extension to piezoelectric systems of the work by Crandall et al.:"Dynamics of Mechanical and Electromechanical Systems", McGraw-Hill, published in 1968. The first three...


		

Achieve Your Goals (WORKLIFE)DK Adult, 2006

	Following DK's bestselling Essential Managers and Essential Lifeskills series, both of which have sold more than 2,500,000 copies, the WorkLife Series covers key topics in both personal and professional life, including practical tips that will make a real difference.
...




	

Haemostasis in Spine SurgerySpringer, 2005

	Blood loss in spine surgery is a significant and very common problem connected with all kinds of surgical procedures. An international faculty of authors provide a comprehensive survey on the research and evidence about blood sparing in spine surgery. This publication fills a gap in the spinal literature and provides invaluable data for all...


		

Silverlight 1.0Wrox Press, 2007
Silverlight—the hot new web technology based on the powerful WPF graphics platform that ships with Windows Vista—is the web developer's choice for creating cross-platform interactive applications that work in multiple browsers. This one-of-a-kindreference shows you, with full-color illustrations, how to create rich interactive apps with...

		

WordPress: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Whether you’re a budding blogger or seasoned Web designer, WordPress is a brilliant tool for creating websites, once you know how to tap its impressive features. The latest edition of this jargon-free Missing Manual shows you how to use WordPress 3.9’s themes, widgets, plug-ins, and souped-up editing and multimedia tools...
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